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Mirror Lite's exclusive glare sheild properties are patent pending. 

"Artificial Horizon"

Beware The Glare!
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Solar Eclipse™ 

Solar Eclipse™ 

re you tired of squinting against harsh 
reflections and sun glare while trying to 

safely pilot a school bus? The headache it gives 
you is the least of your worries. Studies have 
shown that sun glare situations can produce 
dangerous phenomena such as the Troxler 
Effect: a blinding, mental "disconnect" 
condition. The Troxler Effect has been 
identified as a factor in many accidents on the 
road and elsewhere,  and it all starts with glare.

If your bus is equipped with a typical oval 
cross view mirror without glare reduction you 
are particularly at risk. Mirror Lite Company's 
Solar Eclipse™ is different in that it provides a  
glare shield on the upper quadrants of the oval 
which effectively reduces dangerous glare.
To be sure you're getting the full protection 
provided by your Solar Eclipse mirrors, use the 
steps below to begin to properly adjust the 
mirror heads.

Mirror Head Orientation* 

Rhumb Line

A

Solar Eclipse™ 

Figure A demonstrates the goal of the first 
step in adjusting your mirrors.
The rhumb line is the bottom edge of the 
black glare shield area on the surface of the 
lens. This acts as an "artificial horizon" and 
must be set to parallel the actual horizon. 

Figure B demonstrates how to level the mirror 
head before your fine adjustment process. 
If the rhumb line is curving upward, rotate 
mirror head downward. If the rhumb line is 
curving downward, rotate head upward. The 
rhumb line should appear straight and level 

from the driver's position. If the rhumb line is 
tilted to the left, rotate mirror head clockwise until 
rumb line is horizontally aligned and level. It the 
rumb line is tilted to the right, rotate mirror head 
counter-clockwise.

Figure A

Tilt Down Tilt Up Rotate Clockwise       Rotate Counter-Clockwise

Figure B

* Proper mirror adjustment require further 
adjustment than the above described procedure. 
Consult part 571, Section 111 of  FMVSS 


